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Introduction: 

Seattle is one of  the fastest growing cities in the United States, and counts 3.5 million 
inhabitants in the metropolitan area. While often rainy, Seattle never the less has a moderate 
climate, with temperatures rarely dropping below freezing. Boasting a vibrant music and 
performing arts scene, the city has a large student and young professional crowd. Seattle is also 
a very modern city, and host to headquarters of  4 fortune 500 companies including Starbucks, 
Nordstrom and more recently Amazon. Microsoft headquarters, while not in Seattle itself, are 
only 16 miles outside of  the city in nearby Redmond. As one of  the largest and closest cities to 
Asia, Seattle is also an important shipping city. Currently Seattle is the third largest port in the 
country, and serves as the gateway to Asia for the North American continent. Likewise Seattle 
acts as the gateway to the Alaskan logging industry.  

Seattle was nicknamed the Emerald city in the 1980’s due to the surrounding lush vegetation 
and the heavy concentration of  perpetually green parks within the city limit. The official city 
name of  Seattle is derived from the local Squamish language, who lived in the area for 
thousands of  years until white settlers arrived in 1851. Seattle was officially incorporated as a 
city in 1869, and benefitted greatly from both the 1897 Alaskan gold rush, and the arrival of  
the Great Northern Railway in 1893. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Top Attractions 
 

 

Space Needle 

This observation tower is the ultimate in Seattle sightseeing, and is recognized worldwide – 
defining Seattle’s skyline. Built for the 1962 world’s fair, the tower stands at 605 ft (184 m) and 
boasts an elevator that moves at 10 miles per hour, or 4.5 meters per second. Once at the top, 
there is an observation deck with breathtaking, 360 degree views of  the Seattle skyline, nearby 
mountains and surrounding islands. There is also a world famous rotating restaurant serving 
Pacific Northwest staples such as fresh-caught seafood.  

 

Pike Place Market 

Located in downtown Seattle, steps away from the waterfront, Pike Place Market is iconically 
Seattle. Jam-packed with raucous vendors selling fresh seafood, cheeses, fruits, paintings and 
lots more. Don’t forget to check out the very first Starbucks located across the street, as well as 
the world famous Beecher’s cheese where you can watch the curds separating from the whey, 
and taste the end result. 

 

Experience Music Project (EMP) Museum 

Located directly across from the Space Needle, the EMP museum was founded in 2000 by 
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen. The museum experience starts before you even enter, as it is 
hosted in an outlandish building designed by renowned architect Frank Gehry, which has been 
described as a “smashed electric guitar”. Inside it features both permanent and rotating 
exhibits that touch on pop culture, rock n roll instruments that belonged to famous musicians, 
and music memorabilia from famous Seattleites such as Jimi Hendrix and Nirvana’s Kurt 
Cobain. EMP also features permanent, interactive exhibits where you can play instruments and 
experiment with real sound studio equipment, aimed at making music more approachable. A 
must-see for all ages. 

 

Lake Union & Gas Work Park 

Lake Union is a large, fresh-water lake located within the city limits of  the city. This is where 
Seattle’s famous ‘floating homes’ are located, and people flock here to rent boats, kayaks, and 
fly kites. The famous Gas Works Park is located along this lake, and it is one of  Seattle’s most 
popular parks. Gas Work Park is particularly notable because it was reclaimed from an old gas 
plant. Some pieces of  the old plant have been incorporated into the new park, giving it a 
steampunk feel to it. 

 

Woodland Park Zoo 

Woodland Park Zoo is open from 9:30am to 4:00pm daily, and is worth a visit. Founded in 
1899, today the zoo spans 37 hectares (92 acres) and is hope to over 300 animal specimens, 
including 35 endangered and 5 threatened animal species. The zoo is passionate about animal 
welfare, and is heavily active in multiple conservation projects, currently collaborating with 37 
projects around the world. You can buy tickets on their website, zoo.org, or at the door. 

 

 

 



 

 

Restaurant Recommendations 
 

The Pink Door $$$ 

1919 Post Alley, Seattle Ph. 1-206-443-3241 

Type of  food: Italian, Pizza, Contemporary  

 

A gorgeous patio overlooking the famous Pike Place makes this hard-to-find location worth it. 
Look for a pink door down a narrow alley with little to no signage. Enter and discover a cozy 
eatery with live cabaret shows and music during the dinner hour.  

 

Serious Pie $ 

Multiple locations, Seattle Ph. 1-206-923-8012 

Type of  Food: Casual, Pizza, Italian 

 

If  you are looking to meet locals, this is the place for you, with communal tables and a casual, 
social atmosphere. One of  award winning local celebrity chef  Tom Douglas’ project, Serious 
Pie is Seriously Delicious. 

 

Wild Ginger $$$ 

1401 3rd Ave, Seattle Ph. 1-206-623-4450 

Type of  Food: Asian, Pacific Rim, Chinese, Korean 

 

Great service and intense flavors make this a must-try is you love spicy, vibrant Asian-fusion 
dishes. Most plates are meant to be served family style, which lets you try a greater variety of  
their specialties. Don’t miss their fruity daiquiris which are perfect for washing down a spicy 
meal. 

 

Purple $$$ 

1225 4th Ave, Seattle Ph. 1-206-829-2281 

Type of  Food: American, Wine Bar, Tapas 

 

Purple is a must-see for any wine lover, boasting one of  the most impressive wine lists in the 
city. Perfect tapas-style small plates with enough selection to perfectly pair with whichever wine 
you choose.  

 

Japonessa Sushi $$ 

1400 1st Ave, Seattle Ph. 1-206-971-7979 

Type of  Food: Japanese, Sushi 

 

The whole of  the Pacific Northwest is well known for their sushi due to extensive immigration 
from Japan, and Seattle is no exception. Japonessa offers delicate rolls with perfectly balanced 
textures, and perfectly sliced sashimi. Don’t forget the Asian pear Sake! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Ivar’s Salmon House $$ 

401 NE Northlake Way, Seattle Ph. 1-206-632-0767 

Type of  Food: American, BBQ, Seafood 

 

Right on Lake Union, this is a seafood joint that knows what it’s doing. Serving amazing fresh 
catch-of-the-day fare in a restaurant whose décor is reminiscent of  a traditional Native 
American long house. 

 

5 Spot $$ 

1502 Queen Anne Ave N, Seattle Ph. 1-206-285-7768 

Type of  Food: American, Diner, Brunch, Breakfast 

 

5 Spot is the brunch choice for Seattleites, and it keeps things interesting by constantly 
changing their theme- décor, menu and all. Expect American brunch classics with a creative 
flair, pancakes, waffles, eggs benedict and of  course mimosas. 

 

Shopping Areas: 
 

Ballard Avenue 

Located not far from the city center this trendy street in the Ballard neighborhood is home to 
trendy, urban-chic boutiques filled to the brim with funky jewelry and hipster worthy clothes. 

 

Downtown Fremont 

If  second hand, vintage or ‘bohemian’ items pique your interest, then head to the 
neighborhood of  Fremont. The whole area has a laid back, artsy vibe, thanks in part to the 
nearby university. Here you will find everything from unique vintage wear, to record stores 
selling top quality vinyl to local designers peddling their repurposed or handmade wares. This 
neighborhood is also home to several major public art installations, including a larger-than-life 
statue of  Vladimir Lennin, and a huge cement troll located under the bridge. 

 

Pacific Place 

Located in the heart of  the city center, this modern 5-story mall is jam packed with popular 
modern retail outlets. If  you are looking for name-brand high quality items, this is where you 
will find them. This mall also boasts many dining options that go above and beyond traditional 
‘food-court fare’, and is even home to a brew-pub- the Gordon Biersch Brewery Restaurant. 

 

Pike Place 

Both a tourist attraction and a genuine shopping area for both tourists and locals alike, it would 
not be a visit to Seattle without a visit to Pike Place- the heartbeat of  the city. Filled with over-
the-top sights, smells, sounds and the best people watching in town, there is something of  
interest here for everyone. Grab a coffee from the world’s first Starbucks and spend the 
afternoon. 

 



 

 

 

Getting Around: 
 

Taxis 

Hailing a taxi in Seattle is possible, but unless you are right downtown, it is not likely you will 
encounter many just driving by. It is better to phone for a taxi, or use a car service such as 
Uber of  Lyft. 

Seattle Yellow Cab: +1-206-622-6500 

Seattle Orange Cab +1-206-522-8800 

 

Public Transportation 

There is an extensive public transit system in Seattle consisting of  streetcars, light rail, buses 
and a newly opened monorail. Fares range from $2.25-$3.00 depending on how many zones 
you are traveling. To plan your trip, Google maps is a great tool, just input your start and end 
destination, and follow the directions. The Link Light Rail goes from downtown to SEA-TAC 
airport and takes about 40 minutes. 

 

By Bicycle 

Seattle is an incredibly bike-friendly city, and is covered in an extensive network of  bike paths 
and public parks. There is also a local bike-share company called Pronto Cycle Share with over 
500 bikes and 50 stations where you can ‘hop on’ and ‘hop off ’ wherever you find a station. 
Both 24 hour and 3-day passes are available. 


